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Emotional Reactions to Standardized Stimuli in Women With
Borderline Personality Disorder

Stronger Negative Affect, But No Differences in Reactivity
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Abstract: Emotional dysregulation is hypothesized to be a core feature of
borderline personality disorder (BPD). In this study, we investigated the
course of emotions in response to standardized emotion inductions in BPD.
A total of 26 female BPD patients, 28 matched healthy control subjects, and
15 female patients with major depressive disorder listened to short stories
inducing an angry, joyful, or neutral mood. Before and immediately after
each story as well as 3 and 6 minutes later, participants rated their current
anger, joy, anxiety, shame, and sadness. All 3 groups showed the same
increase and decrease of emotions. However, strong group differences in the
general level of all negative emotions occurred. While sadness was stronger
both in BPD and major depressive disorder as compared with healthy
controls, all other negative emotions were significantly increased in BPD
only independent of comorbid depression. Extreme negative affectivity may
be a more appropriate description of BPD-related emotional problems than
emotional hyperreactivity.
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Emotional dysregulation is hypothesized to be a core feature of
borderline personality disorder (BPD) (Lieb et al., 2004). It is

shown to be of prognostic relevance for the development of a BPD
(Tragesser et al., 2007) and criterion 6 (affective instability) of
DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) is strongly re-
lated to it. Emotional dysregulation is usually characterized by
strong emotional reactivity. According to the prominent model of
Linehan (1993), emotions are said to be easily triggered in BPD
patients, to rise quickly to an abnormally high level and to last
longer than in healthy individuals. While emotional dysregulation is
related to negative emotions in general, anger and rage are seen as
prominent emotions in BPD (criterion 8 in DSM-IV).

Despite its high importance in BPD, emotional dysregulation
has not been investigated very intensively so far (Arntz, 2005). The
existing studies render mixed results and do currently not allow for
clear conclusions to be drawn about the character of emotional
responding in BPD (Rosenthal et al., 2008).

Some studies show higher reactivity of negative emotions in
BPD. Herpertz et al. (1998) showed higher self-rated scores over a
broad range of emotions in response to an emotional short story in
BPD patients compared with patients with avoidant personality

disorder. Levine et al. (1997) found a more intense experience of
negative emotions in BPD subjects than in non-BPD controls.
Koenigsberg et al. (2002) reported increased self-reported affective
lability of anger, anxiety, and oscillation between depression and
anxiety in BPD subjects compared with other personality disordered
patients, while self-rated affective intensity was not associated with
BPD in this study. Arntz et al. (2005) found stronger increases in
fear as a reaction to an emotional film in BPD patients as compared
with healthy and Cluster C personality disordered controls. Different
fMRI-studies have shown significantly increased amygdala activa-
tion in response to facial expressions of different emotions
(Donegan et al., 2003) and to emotionally aversive pictures taken
from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al.,
1997; Herpertz et al., 2001). In a field study with frequent measure-
ment points, Stiglmayr et al. (2005) reported stronger self-rated
aversive tension in BPD subjects and a stronger fluctuation of
tension over time as compared with healthy controls (HCs). In a
similar design, Stein (1996) found greater negative affect and more
fluctuations in negative affect over time in BPD as compared with
HCs and patients with anorexia nervosa.

Other studies report basically higher negative emotionality in
BPD over all types of negative emotions, independently of the
presence of actual emotional stimuli. BPD groups typically indicate
high levels of trait anger (e.g., Gardner et al., 1991; Linehan et al.,
1994) and anxiety sensitivity (Gratz et al., 2008). Rüsch et al. (2007)
found elevated state and trait shame and other negative emotions in
BPD subjects as compared with HC subjects and to women with
social phobia. In an experimental study on the evaluation of nonin-
terpersonal emotional situations by Sieswerda et al. (2005), patients
with BPD appeared to be characterized best by a generally negative
evaluative style.

However, contrary to the hypothesis of increased emotional
reactivity, some studies have in fact shown emotional hyporeactivity
in BPD. Renneberg et al. (2005) investigated facial emotion expres-
sions in reaction to emotional films and found reduced facial
expressiveness in BPD patients. Herpertz and colleagues did not find
elevated startle reactions in BPD patients in a neutral and emotional
condition (Herpertz and Koetting, 2005; Herpertz et al., 2000), and
Herpertz et al. (1999) even reported psychophysiological hy-
poarousal in BPD patients. Similarly to the study of Herpertz et al.
(1999), Schmahl et al. (2004) found—contrary to predictions—no
evidence of increased physiological arousal in BPD, and even fewer
fluctuations in skin conductance in patients as compared with HC
subjects while subjects listened to abandonment scripts.

So far, hardly any study has investigated the actual course of
emotional responding in BPD with an experimental design. How-
ever, this is the core idea of the emotion dysregulation model in BPD
as stated by Linehan (1993). Therefore, we tested the emotional
reactivity to an anger stimulus in BPD as compared with HCs in a
pilot study (Jacob et al., 2008). We chose to investigate the specific
emotion of anger, as anger plays a prominent role in BPD (criterion
8 in DSM-IV). Moreover, previous studies often aimed to induce
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broad negative emotional states, but rarely specific emotions. In the
pilot study, 27 women with BPD and 26 HC women listened to a
short story that validly induced anger, and rated different emotions
immediately before and after listening to the story, as well as 3
minutes later. The results only partially supported the hypotheses of
increased emotional reactivity in BPD, as the anger reaction was
prolonged in BPD, but not stronger.

With the present study, we aimed to investigate this in more
detail by replicating our pilot study with a more elaborate design:
Firstly, we added a joy-inducing and an emotionally neutral short
story. Joy has the opposite emotional valence of anger, and research
on positive emotions is lacking not only in BPD, but in general in
experimental research on psychopathology. Secondly, we included a
group of patients with major depression (MDD) as a second control
group in addition to HC. Thirdly, to follow the emotional reac-
tions in more detail, we added a fourth measurement point 6
minutes after the end of each story. To be occupied in a neutral
way for 6 minutes after each story, subjects performed a so-called
“nondemanding task,” which captures attention without being
demanding in any way.

METHOD

Subjects
A total of 26 women with BPD, 28 women HC women, and

15 women with MDD participated in the study. Group characteris-
tics are given in Table 1. Both patient groups were recruited from the
Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University Medical
Center Freiburg, Germany, the Reha-Klinik Glotterbad (Glottertal),
and the Michael-Balint-Klinik (Königsfeld/Black Forest). Healthy
participants were recruited directly by the authors and through
bulletin-board appeals. Psychiatric diagnoses on axis I and II were
made with SCID-I (First et al., 1997; German version by Wittchen
et al., 1997) and SCID II (First et al., 1996; German version by
Fydrich et al., 1997). Exclusion criteria for both patient groups were
a lifetime history of schizophrenia or bipolar-I-disorder. In addition,
a current diagnosis of substance use disorder was an exclusion
criterion to avoid influence of either acute drug effects or withdrawal
symptoms. A further exclusion criterion of the MDD group was any
cluster-B personality disorder. All participants were informed in
detail of the study’s purpose before giving written informed consent.
The study was approved by the local ethics board of the University
of Freiburg.

Although the HC group was matched in age with the BPD
group, the MDD control group was significantly older. With regard
to level of education, HC showed a significantly higher level of
education than the 2 patient groups. Therefore, these 2 variables
were included as covariates in the multivariate analysis of covari-
ance (MANCOVA) calculations on the course of emotions.

About 50% of both patient groups reported current axis I
comorbidity (MDD: n � 8 �35%�; BPD: n � 15 �58%�). In the MDD
group, 6 patients (40%) were diagnosed with current dysthymia, 2
(13%) reported current PTSD, and 3 (20%) reported an anxiety
disorder. In the BPD group, 10 (39%) were diagnosed with current
major depression, 12 (46%) with dysthymia, 10 (39%) with an
anxiety disorder, 7 (27%) with PTSD, 2 (8%) with obsessive-
compulsive disorder, and 3 (12%) with bulimia nervosa. About 12
(46%) of BPD subjects and 2 (13%) of MDD reported comorbid
personality disorders (PD). In the BPD group, 9 (35%) were diag-
nosed with avoidant PD, 3 (12%) with dependent and paranoid PD
each, as well as 1 (4%) with obsessive-compulsive PD and 1 (4%)
with schizotypal PD. Of the MDD subjects, 1 (7%) was diagnosed
with avoidant PD and 1 with avoidant and dependent PD. None of
the HC group reported a current diagnosis on axis I or axis II.

Procedure and Materials
Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure is depicted in Figure 1. Two
emotions (anger and joy) were induced by aurally presented stan-
dardized short stories that each lasted for about 4 minutes. To
control for order effects, the 2 emotional stories and the addi-

TABLE 1. Sociodemographic and Psychometric
Characteristics of Women With Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD), Women With Major Depressive Disorder
(MDD), and Healthy Control Subjects (HC)

M (SD),
BPD

(n � 26)

M (SD),
HC

(n � 28)

M (SD),
MDD

(n � 15) p

Age 30.5 (8.8) 30.5 (7.3) 40.6 (8.1) �0.001*

Education

Years of education 12.9 (3.1) 14.8 (2.9) 12.5 (2.5) 0.020**

Depression

BDI 26.5 (13.5) 3.3 (3.6) 21.5 (9.1) �0.001*

BPD severity

BSL 190.8 (73.2) 33.5 (22.8) 122.5 (48.4) �0.001*

BPD (%) HC (%) MDD (%)

Family status

Stable relationship 10 (38.5%) 23 (82.1%) 8 (53.3%)

Single 16 (61.5%) 5 (17.9%) 7 (46.7%)

Household

Alone 7 (26.9%) 7 (25.0%) 6 (40%)

With family and/or children 9 (34.6%) 15 (53.6%) 8 (53.3%)

With parents 3 (11.5%) 1 (6.7%)

Flat share 5 (19.2%) 6 (21.4%)

Other 2 (7.7%)

Occupation

Student 6 (23.1%) 11 (39.3%) 1 (6.7%)

Employee 7 (26.9%) 15 (53.6%) 7 (46.7%)

Housewife 2 (7.7%) 1 (3.6%) 3 (20%)

Jobless 3 (11.5%) 1 (3.6%) 4 (26.7%)

Retired 4 (15.4%)

Other 4 (15.4%)

BDI indicates beck depression inventory; BSL, borderline symptom list.
*: Group differences are significant with p � .05.
**: Group differences are significant with p � .01.

t1 emotion 
induction t2 t33 min. t4 3 min. 

emotional
condition I 

emotional 
condition III

emotional 
condition II

randomized order: 
anger, joy, neutral 

FIGURE 1. Experimental procedure. Points of emotion rat-
ings: t1, before emotion induction; t2, immediately after
emotion induction; t3, 3 minutes after emotion induction;
t4, 6 minutes after emotion induction.
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tional neutral story were presented in randomized order. The
stories were recorded by a professional voice actor and presented
via headphones.

Before each story, immediately afterwards, and 3 and 6
minutes later, participants rated the current state of the 5 emotions
anger, joy, anxiety, sadness, and shame. To control for additional
effects of the experimental situation, participants also rated their
current levels of boredom and annoyance due to the situation. In
between t2 and t4, the color of the screen changed every 5 seconds
and the participants were asked to count the frequency of the
different colors. This nondemanding boring task, also called “vanilla
baseline” (Jennings et al., 1992), captures the subject’s attention
without any intellectual and emotional impact to avoid uncontrolla-
ble mechanisms that may possibly change the subject’s state.

The length of the time intervals were chosen based on our
pilot study (Jacob et al., 2008) in BPD patients and HCs and on
Ekman’s (1994) considerations concerning the length of emotional
reactions. Thus, we expected these intervals to be most conducive to
find possible differences in emotional reactivity between BPD and
HC subjects.

Emotion Induction
Stories are in general an effective means of mood induction

(Westermann et al., 1996), and they are probably more appropriate
to elicit specific emotions then static pictures of varying content
(e.g., IAPS; Lang et al., 1997) or human faces (e.g., Ekman and
Friesen, 1979; Tottenham et al., 2002). Therefore, we constructed 2
short stories to induce anger and joy and 1 story to induce a neutral
mood state. Participants were instructed to listen to the stories by
putting themselves into the protagonists’ positions and feelings. The
stories were each 4 minutes long, had been recorded with a profes-
sional voice actor, and were presented to the participants via head-
phones in random order.

In the anger story, the protagonist meets a friend in the
morning to discuss a job interview that she expects to occur in the
afternoon. The job interview is very important to her, as she needs
a job urgently. Over the course of the discussion, the protagonist is
asked to lend her bicycle to the friend for some hours. The protag-
onist is hesitant to do so, because her friend has proven to be
unreliable several times already and she herself plans to go to the job
interview by bike. Finally, she gives her bicycle to the friend after
reassuring herself several times that the friend will bring it back on
time. In the afternoon, the friend fails to return the bicycle or to call.
At the appointed deadline for the return of the bike the protagonist
uses her cell phone to call her friend. The friend tells her that she met
another friend, started talking, and lost track of time. The story
covers different aspects suitable to induce anger. The protagonist’s
problem is caused by the actions of another person which in turn
hinder her from achieving an important goal. The other person is
acting this way because of unimportant reasons (Ellsworth and
Scherer, 2002; Roseman and Kaiser, 2001). This story was already
used and validated in our pilot study (Jacob et al., 2008).

In the joy story, the protagonist awakes in the morning with
the resonance of a pleasant dream in mind. Surrounded by beautiful
natural scenery (sunshine, warmth, animals in a rural environment),
she prepares a meal for herself and a friend whom she expects to
come for a visit so that they can plan a trip together which the friend
has won in a quiz program. She looks forward to the trip, reflects on
the long friendship with her friend, and recalls nice memories and
jokes associated with her. The story ends with the friend arriving in
a warm interpersonal atmosphere.

In the neutral story, the protagonist begins her usual work day
with emotionally neutral everyday activities like preparing break-
fast, getting the newspaper, reading the weather forecast, scheduling

her day, etc. Both the joy and the neutral stories were developed and
validated by one of the authors (M.P.).

Assessment of Emotions
Current emotions were assessed at 4 time points by computer-

based self ratings with 10-cm long visual analogue scales including
the poles “not present” and “very strong”: Before the emotion
induction (t1), immediately afterward (t2), and 3 (t3) and 6 minutes
(t4) after t2 (Fig. 1). The answer points were measured and trans-
formed into numerical values from 0 to 10. The 5 items covered the
emotions of anger, joy, anxiety, sadness, and shame; 2 additional
items covered the control variables—boredom and annoyance—
caused by the experimental situation. Other emotions besides anger
and joy were added to investigate whether the stories induced
specifically anger and joy or additional emotions as well. We
considered anxiety and sadness important because these 2 are basic
negative emotions, which might be strongly related to any other
negative emotion such as anger. Shame is prominent in BPD, but
often underestimated in its impact (Rüsch et al., 2007). We also
added boredom and annoyance, as participants of the pilot study
reported these sensations to be induced by the somewhat boring and
longish experimental procedure. To avoid habituation effects, the
order of items was randomized each time.

Data Analytic Strategies
All statistics were calculated with SPSS (Statistical Packages

for the Social Sciences, Version 14.0). Mean and standard deviations
were calculated for all variables. Group differences in sociodemo-
graphic and psychometric variables were calculated with ANOVA.
To test for effects of time, group, and the interaction time X group
in the course of emotions, MANCOVAs with all emotions for the 3
different experimental conditions were conducted with age and
years of education as covariates. To investigate the course of
emotions and the interaction time X group in the emotional condi-
tions more precisely by controlling for the course of emotions in the
neutral conditions and for general differences between subjects, we
also calculated MANCOVAs for each emotional conditions with
difference scores between neutral story responses and emotional
story responses.

RESULTS

Induction of Anger and Joy
The courses of anger and joy in the 3 emotional conditions in

the 3 study groups are depicted in Figure 2, whereas results of the
multivariate analyses can be found in Table 2.

Anger increased strongly in reaction to the anger inducing
story (d � 2.4) and decreased afterward back to the basic level. In
reaction to the joy inducing story, anger decreased first slightly (d �
�0.12) and increased later, resulting in a weaker, but significant
effect for time. No significant effect for time was found for anger in
the neutral story. A significant group effect for anger appeared in all
3 conditions; contrasts revealed significant differences between BPD
and HC only. No significant interaction time X group appeared in
any condition.

Joy increased during the joy induction (d � 1.3) and de-
creased back below the basic level afterwards, with a significant
time effect. Changes in joy were not significant in both of the other
conditions. Neither a main effect for group nor an interaction effect
time X group was found in any condition.

Changes in Other Emotions
The courses of sadness, anxiety, and shame are depicted in

Figure 3, while results of the MANCOVAs are presented in Table 2.
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Changes of these emotions were slow, with d-values for the change
t2–t1 ranging between 0 and 0.5.

Sadness did not show main effects for time or interaction
effects time X group in any condition. However, in all 3 conditions
a significant main effect for group appeared for sadness. Contrasts
indicated significant differences between BPD and HC in all 3
conditions, and significant differences between MDD and HC in the
anger as well as the neutral condition.

Anxiety showed significant main effects for time in both the
anger and the joy condition. While it first increased and then
decreased again in the anger condition, it slightly decreased with the
joy induction. In all 3 conditions, anxiety showed a significant main
effect for the group. Contrasts showed significantly stronger anxiety
in BPD as compared with HC and MDD in both the anger and joy
condition, and a significant difference between BPD and HC only in

the neutral condition. No interaction time X group was significant
for anxiety.

Shame showed a significant time effect with a slight decrease
only in the anger condition, and significant main effects for group in
all conditions. Similar to anxiety, contrasts indicated significant
differences between BPD and both HC and MDD for all conditions.
As in all other emotions, none of the interactions time X group was
significant.

As expected, boredom increased over the course of each
condition in all groups simultaneously, as reflected in significant
main effects for time in all 3 conditions, and neither significant main
effects for group nor for the interaction time X group (Table 2).
Annoyance also increased over each condition; in addition, it was
raised by the anger induction, similar to anger. Also similar to anger,
significant main effects for group appeared in annoyance, with
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FIGURE 2. Ratings of anger and joy. Anger and joy ratings on a 0 to 100 visual analogue scale at t1 (baseline, before emotion
induction), t2 (after emotion induction), t3 (3 minutes later), and t4 (6 minutes later) in 26 patients with borderline personal-
ity disorder (circles), 28 healthy controls (triangles), and 15 patients with major depressive disorder (quadrates).
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contrasts showing significant differences only between BPD and
HC. Finally, the interaction time X group for annoyance in the joy
condition showed a p-level of 3.5%. As the interaction was not
significant at the multivariate level, however, this cannot be inter-
preted as a significant interaction.

To control for the influence of comorbid depression in BPD
on the interaction time X group, we also calculated MANCOVAs
with BDI as a further covariate and with “pure” groups respectively,
by excluding those BPD patients suffering from comorbid major
depression. The pattern of results did not change; particularly again
no significant interaction effects for time X group appeared.

To investigate the course of emotions and the interaction time
X group in the emotional conditions more precisely by controlling
for the neutral story responses, we also calculated MANCOVAs for
both emotional conditions with difference scores between emotional
and neutral story responses. All main effects for group disappeared,
and no interaction effect time X group was found both in multivar-
iate and univariate tests. For the anger condition, the main effect for
time was multivariately highly significant (F � 2.0; df � 21; 564;
p � 0.006); according to the univariate tests, this was due to
significant main effects only for anger (F � 10.2; df � 3; p � 0.001)

and annoyance (F � 3.5; df � 3; p � 0.017). By contrast, the joy
condition did not show any significant main or interaction effect any
more, not even for time.

DISCUSSION
This study investigated differential effects of anger and joy

inductions on patients with BPD as compared with healthy and
depressive control subjects. The main aim was to test Linehan’s
(1993) hypothesis of emotional dysregulation in BPD in the mean-
ing of more intense and prolonged emotional reactions to given
emotional stimuli.

In general, the induction of anger worked very well. The joy
induction increased joy significantly; however, when calculating
with difference scores between joy and neutral stories’ responses,
this time effect was not significant any more.

However, the 3 groups did not react differentially to the
emotion inductions, even when BPD patients with comorbid MDD
were excluded from the analysis. Instead, the most striking results
were strong main effects for group in all negative emotions across
all emotional conditions, with specific patterns for BPD and MDD.

TABLE 2. Results of the MANCOVA With All Emotions at t1 (Baseline), t2 (After Emotion
Induction), t3 (3 min Later), and t4 (6 min Later) in 26 Patients With Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD), 28 Healthy Control Participants (HC), and 15 Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)

Main Effect Time Main Effect Group Interaction Groupa Time

F df p F df p F df p

Anger induction

Multivariate 3.2 21, 564 �0.001** 2.3 14, 114 0.007** 1.0 42, 1146 0.544

Anger 10.2 3, 192 �0.001** 8.4 2, 64 0.001**† 0.9 6, 192 0.471

Sadness 1.5 3, 192 0.207 6.0 2, 64 0.004**†‡ 0.8 6, 192 0.538

Anxiety 4.0 3, 192 0.008** 10.1 2, 64 �0.001**†§ 0.8 6, 192 0.552

Joy 0.8 3, 192 0.506 1.0 2, 64 0.360 1.1 6, 192 0.355

Shame 3.8 3, 192 0.012** 7.5 2, 64 0.001**†§ 1.5 6, 192 0.187

Boredom 8.0 3, 192 �0.001** 1.5 2, 64 0.260 1.3 6, 192 0.277

Annoyance 4.0 3, 192 0.009** 3.8 2, 64 0.027**† 1.3 6, 192 0.244

Joy induction

Multivariate 1.9 21, 546 0.007** 2.3 14, 110 0.007** 1.0 42, 82 0.637

Anger 2.8 3, 186 0.040** 5.5 2, 62 .006**† 0.5 6, 186 0.844

Sadness 1.3 3, 186 0.290 7.9 2, 62 0.001**† 1.1 6, 186 0.360

Anxiety 3.6 3, 186 0.015** 10.0 2, 62 �0.001**†§ 1.2 6, 186 0.308

Joy 3.2 3, 186 0.026** 2.2 2, 62 0.124 0.7 6, 186 0.650

Shame 1.5 3, 186 0.203 10.1 2, 62 �0.001**†§ �0.1 6, 186 �0.999

Boredom 2.0 3, 186 0.113 1.7 2, 62 0.183 1.4 6, 186 0.199

Annoyance 3.1 3, 186 0.028** 5.5 2, 62 0.006**† 2.3 6, 186 0.035*

Neutral story

Multivariate 2.0 21, 564 0.005** 2.1 14, 114 0.015** 1.2 42, 1146 0.170

Anger 2.2 3, 192 0.088 3.1 2, 64 0.050† 1.9 6, 192 0.091

Sadness �0.1 3, 192 0.988 6.2 2, 64 0.003**‡ 1.5 6, 192 0.176

Anxiety 0.7 3, 192 0.576 6.4 2, 64 0.003**† 0.5 6, 192 0.803

Joy 1.9 3, 192 0.139 0.7 2, 64 0.498 1.3 6, 192 0.256

Shame 2.3 3, 192 0.075 8.1 2, 64 0.001**†§ 2.0 6, 192 0.063

Boredom 6.9 3, 192 �0.001** 1.1 2, 64 0.329 0.9 6, 192 0.472

Annoyance 6.6 3, 192 �0.001** 4.3 2, 64 0.017**† 1.3 6, 192 0.269

†Significant contrast between BPD and HC (p � 5%).
‡Significant contrast between MDD and HC (p � 5%).
§Significant contrast between BPD and MDD (p � 5%).
*: p � .05.
**: p � .01
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For sadness, MDD and BPD showed higher values than HC,
whereas for anxiety and shame, BPD showed stronger values than
both HC and MDD. In anger, only the difference between BPD and
HC was significant. Interestingly, these patterns were only found in
negative emotions. No group differences in joy were found across all
conditions.

These results do not confirm Linehan’s (1993) hypothesis of
emotional dysregulation in BPD being characterized by stronger and
prolonged emotional reactions. Instead, a model of generally stron-
ger negative affectivity in BPD fits the data well. This model is in
line with the results of Levine et al. (1997) showing significantly
greater intensity of negative emotions in BPD as compared with
controls, but no differences in the intensity of positive emotions.
Some other experimental findings also indicate that BPD is charac-
terized by generally more negative emotional responses (Arntz et al.,
2000; 2005; Sieswerda et al., 2005) and by a general negativity bias
in emotional style and emotion recognition (Levine et al., 1997;
Minzenberg et al., 2006; Rüsch et al., 2007; Wagner and Linehan,
1999; Staebler et al., 2009). The possibly high significance of this
phenomenon is highlighted by a study of Rosenthal et al. (2005) who

found negative affectivity to be a better predictor of BPD symptoms
than childhood sexual abuse.

A generally more negative affective style could explain dif-
ferent BPD-related problems as well or even better than high
amplitudes of emotional reactions. From positive psychology, a
relationship between positive affectivity and different factors con-
tributing to a healthy and happy life is well known. While BPD
patients are known to be vulnerable to stress (Glaser et al., 2008),
depression (Zanarini et al., 1998), and a low level of social func-
tioning (Skodol et al., 2002), positive emotions increase stress
resilience (Tugade and Fredrickson, 2004; Tugade et al., 2004) and
sociability (Eid et al., 2003), and buffer against depression (Wichers
et al., 2007). Within BPD symptoms, negative feelings are strongly
associated with typical severe behavioral problems such as self-
injuring behavior (Kamphuis et al., 2007).

However, most psychiatric disorders are mainly or in part
characterized by elevated negative emotions. This raises the ques-
tion whether the results are specific for BPD, particularly when
taking the high comorbidity of BPD with depression and anxiety
disorders (Zanarini et al., 1998) into account. Our findings, partic-
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FIGURE 3. Ratings of other emotions. Anxiety, sadness, and shame ratings on a 0 to 100 visual analogue scale at t1 (baseline,
before emotion induction), t2 (after emotion induction), t3 (3 minutes later), and t4 (6 minutes later) in 26 patients with bor-
derline personality disorder (circles), 28 healthy controls (triangles), and 15 patients with major depressive disorder (quad-
rates).
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ularly with regard to contrasts in the group effects, suggest the wide
range of negative emotions to be specific for BPD rather than 1
specific negative emotion. Concerning sadness, which can be re-
garded as the main depressive affect, BPD and MDD were both
significantly stronger than HC, but no significant difference ap-
peared between BPD and MDD. All other negative emotions were
not significantly stronger in MDD as compared with HC; however,
all of them were significantly elevated in BPD as compared with
HC, and for anxiety and shame, BPD reported even higher levels
than MDD. This pattern was not substantially different when BPD
with comorbid major depression was excluded from the analysis or
when BDI values were introduced as a covariate. As MDD was the
only patient control group in this study, it is not possible to
extrapolate this conclusion to other disorders. However, previous
research supports the idea of a broad range of negative emotions
being increased in BPD including anxiety (Gratz et al., 2008), anger
(Gardner et al., 1991), and shame (Rüsch et al., 2007). In addition,
the observed wide range of elevated negative emotions fits well with
Widiger’s (Widiger and Mullins-Sweatt, 2009) conceptualization of
borderline pathology as extreme levels of neuroticism, or—perhaps
more accurately—of extreme levels of Negative Affect in Telle-
gen’s (1993) model of personality.

The results of the present study differ from the pilot study
results with respect to the interaction time X group in the anger
condition, which was found only in the pilot study. One possible
explanation for this difference is the distinction between anger
induced by the story and annoyance induced by the boring experi-
mental situation in the present study but not in the pilot study.
Boredom and annoyance caused by the experimental situation might
have mixed into the pilot study anger ratings, resulting in a reduced
decrease of anger ratings after the anger induction. This idea is
supported (a) by the relative weakness of the respective effect in the
pilot study and (b) by the MANCOVA interaction effect time X
group in the neutral story for annoyance in the present study, which
was significant albeit only in the univariate test. Stronger annoyance
by a boring situation, such as the present experiment, would not be
striking in BPD, as research shows reduced frustration tolerance and
executive control in this group (Özlem et al., 2008; Reich and
Zanarini, 2001).

However, even if BPD patients did not show altered emo-
tional reactions to our standardized emotional stimuli, this does not
at all imply a lack of altered emotional reactivity to any emotional
stimulus. There are probably special BPD-specific emotional stimuli
triggering emotional hyperreactivity, such as interpersonal stimuli or
specific schema-related cues (Arntz et al., 2005; Sieswerda et al.,
2007). Maybe emotional reactivity in BPD is altered only above a
certain threshold of emotional intensity, and our inductions were not
strong enough to reach this level. Further research is needed to
clarify whether the assumption of stronger and more intense emo-
tional reactions differentially applies to BPD specific emotional
triggers such as abandonment- or abuse-related stimuli.

This study has several limitations. First, we relied on self-
reports only, and did not include other levels and variables of
emotional responding, such as psychophysiological parameters, al-
though a combination of different variable levels would be optimal
(Rosenthal et al., 2008). It is conceivable that the reported high
negative affectivity in BPD is an expression of a general trait-like
response style rather than due to a more substantive cause. However,
although it is important to consider this, there is finally no definite
way or method to ascertain. Secondly, we investigated inductions of
joy and anger only, and did not induce other important emotions
such as sadness, anxiety, or shame, although they play an important
role in BPD as well. Thirdly, we studied women only; thus, the
results cannot be generalized to men. In addition, we excluded

patients with current substance use disorder. We finally do not know
whether results can be generalized to BPD patients with comorbid
substance use disorder. Fourth, the MDD control group could not be
age-matched with the other groups. This potentially limits the
significance of the results, although Barrick et al. (1989) report only
very small age effects on emotions and we controlled for age by
introducing it as a covariate into the MANCOVA.

Further research should shed more light on the characteristics
of emotional reactivity in BPD by including other emotions as well
as additional measures of emotional reactivity. In addition, with
regard to increasing evidence for generally increased negative emo-
tions in BPD, previous research should focus more strongly on
possibilities of decreasing negative emotions in BPD. All types of
psychotherapy for BPD aim to reduce negative emotions implicitly
or explicitly; however, basic research in this field is still lacking.
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